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I.

Abstract

Although the total incidence of alpine skiing injuries has shown a steady downward trend over the
last four decades, it is noticeable that the proportion of knee injuries did not benefit from this decline to the same extent. Switzerland thus recorded
a minor increase in knee injuries and a clear increase was even recorded in the US in terms of
knee injuries of severity level III up until the early
1990s. Overall, the proportion of knee injuries
remains very high compared to the total incidence
of injuries and continues to be the central topic for
prevention in alpine skiing. To examine critically the
current situation regarding knee injuries in relation
to ski equipment, a complex analysis of the literature was carried out in which, alongside scientifically published scientific papers and “grey literature”, consideration was also given to patents as
well as international standards. The overall objective of the subject literature research is to indicate
the current status of research and technology in
the field of ski equipment. In this respect, possible
existing connections with injury mechanisms typical
for recreational skiing will also be described. On
this basis, technological opportunities for the prevention of knee injuries, in other words design
changes to the functional unit of a ski-bindingboot (SBB), will be shown. This work thus provides
a basis for discussion both for researchers and
product developers, and can act as a strategy paper for people in the public health sector as well as
product managers.
Keywords: alpine skiing, ski, binding, boot, ACL,
knee injury, injury mechanism
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II. Introduction

Although the total incidence of alpine skiing inju-

reational alpine skiing? To answer these questions

ries has shown a steady downward trend since the

and to comprehensively analyse the current situa-

late 1970s – a decrease of 59% in Germany com-

tion regarding knee injuries in relation to ski

pared to the base year 1979/80 [1] and of 55% in

equipment, a complex analysis of the literature was

the US since 1972 [2] – it is noticeable that the

carried out in which, alongside scientifically pub-

proportion of knee injuries did not benefit from

lished scientific papers and “grey literature”, con-

this decline to the same extent. Switzerland thus

sideration was also given to patents and interna-

recorded a minor increase in knee injuries [3] and a

tional standards as well as the author’s long-

clear increase was even recorded in the US in terms

standing expertise.

of knee injuries of severity level III up until the early
1990s [2]. The same data base shows a significant

At this point it should be pointed out that this

decline since the mid 1990s in severe knee sprains

review does not include alpine ski racing and pro-

and it is generally accepted that this is to some

fessional skiing (except ski instructors). Some com-

extent due to an average shorter ski length since

prehensive research exists that analyses the epide-

the introduction of shaped skis [4]. However, the

miology and injury mechanisms in alpine ski racing

proportion of knee injuries remains very high com-

[6–14]. Although there are some similarities relat-

pared to the total incidence of injuries and contin-

ing to knee injury mechanisms, the boundary con-

ues to be the central topic for prevention in alpine

ditions in a racing environment such as the equip-

skiing. Natri et al. summarized this situation in

ment and physical conditions of humans are too

drastic terms and established a link to development

diverse to derive reasonable crosslinks.

in the field of ski boots and bindings [5]:
The overall objective of the subject literature research
“However, despite advances in equipment design,

is to indicate the current status of research and tech-

modern ski bindings have not protected the knee

nology in the field of ski equipment. It is therefore

from serious ligament trauma. At the present time,

continuing the literature review on the topic of ski

we are unaware of any binding design, settings or

binding function and knee injuries presented ten

function that can protect both the knee and lower

years ago by Shealy et al. [15] and the one fifteen

extremities from serious ligament sprains. No inno-

years ago published by Finch and Kelsall [16].

vative change in binding design appears to be on
the horizon that has the potential to reduce the

In this respect, possible existing connections with

risk of these severe knee injuries”. [5, p. 35]

typical injury mechanisms will also be described.
On this basis, technological opportunities for the

Almost fifteen years later, is this statement still

prevention of knee injuries, in other words design

valid today? Are there really no solutions with the

changes to the functional unit of a ski-binding-

potential to reduce the risk of knee injuries in rec-

boot (SBB), will be shown. This work thus provides
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a basis for discussion both for researchers and
product developers, and can act as a strategy paper for people in the public health sector as well as
product managers.
Research into the literature was conducted using
the literature database PubMed, the search engine
Scholar Google, the anthologies I-XVIII of the symposium “Skiing Trauma and Safety” by the International Society of Skiing Safety (ISSS) and the collection Volumes I–IV of the “Science and Skiing Congress“. The PubMed literature search (without
limitation of publication date) using the Medical
Subject Heading (MeSH) terms “skiing AND knee
AND injury AND (binding OR boot OR ski)“ was
performed in order to obtain relevant articles published in this field (n=142). Moreover, in search for
additional information, all reference lists of the
papers retrieved were checked manually. Patent
research was carried out through esp@cenet (database of the European Patent Office), the patent
database DEPATISnet.de of the German Patent and
Trademark Office and using the free U.S. database
Free Patents Online [17].
The present review is based on a comprehensive
research report on behalf of the bfu – Swiss Council
for Accident Prevention [18]. This 140-page report
provides more background knowledge and explains
the complex relationships more thoroughly.
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III. Epidemiology

The publication situation on the incidence of injuries

3. Tiredness (among women) does not appear to

in alpine skiing is extensive. Results of epidemiologi-

be a risk factor for incurring a knee injury [31].

cal studies – conducted in different countries or

More than 80% of all knee injuries are incurred

various ski areas – are generally very limited for

by women during the first 3 hours of skiing.

comparability. The reasons for this are diverse [19].

4. Advanced age (over 55) is not a predictor for an

A comparison of various injury studies can only

increased risk of knee injuries (except for frac-

show trends due to methodology problems.

tures of the tibial plateau) according to the
study by Shealy, Ettlinger, Johnson [32]. Overall,

The following summarised general statements on

this age group has a lower risk of skiing injuries

knee injuries essentially sum up the status of the two

than the remaining population.

most recent volumes of Skiing Trauma and Safety
(STP 1510 and STP 1525), in which country-specific

Although orthopaedics and traumatology have in-

injury development is periodically represented [20,21]:

ternationally uniform designations for injuries that

1. The knee is the most commonly injured body

affect the anatomical structures of the knee, these

part in alpine skiing [1,4,22,23]. The share of

are nevertheless categorized differently sometimes.

total injury volume is between 25% [24] and

The classification shown in Figure 1 [33] below has

59% (data for the group of women aged

become established in many Anglo-American and

30 to 44 from Burtscher et al. [25]). A good

Scandinavian publications. This categorisation tries

reference value for adults is one-third (33%).

to take into account the severity of the injury and

2. Different studies have shown that women have

the occurrence of combined injuries.

a 2.3 to 9.7 times greater risk of injury to the
“anterior cruciate ligament” (ACL) than men

The difficulty of drawing comparisons between

[26]. In the skiing sector, the risk of women suf-

studies from different countries [19] is also high-

fering a knee injury is 2 to 3 times higher com-

lighted in Table 1 [33–37] below. The substantial

pared to the risk for men. This finding is con-

differences in the stated values may be the result

firmed by many studies, including that by

of inconsistent definitions of the types of injury.

Greenwald and Toelcke [27]; Jais [28]; Ruedl, Linortner, Schranz, Fink, Schindelwig, Nachbauer
[29] as well as by Ekeland and Rødven [24]. The
reason for this is given as anatomical, neuromuscular [26] and hormonal differences [30].
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Figure 1
Widely established categorisation of knee injuries
(ACL: Anterior Cruciate Ligament; MCL: Medial Collateral Ligament; LCL: Lateral Collateral Ligament)

Isolated
ACL

ACL
Grade III

ACL / MCL
Knee
Sprains

LCL
Grade I & II
ACL / LCL
MCL
Grade I & II

Knee &
Below

MCL III
ACL

Twist
Lower
leg
Bend
Source: Johnson and Ettlinger [33] (with permission)

Table 1
Categorisation of knee injuries (international studies). Distributed over the different categories as percentages. Knee joint ligament
injuries as a percentage of all injuries; severity of the injuries (degree of severity) I, II and III as percentages of knee injuries. ACL
(anterior cruciate ligament), MCL (medial collateral ligament), LCL (lateral collateral ligament) as percentages of isolated ligament
injuries
Author

Knee joint
ligament injuries

Isolated
ligament injuries
MCL

ACL
Ekeland (1995)
Laporte et al. (2008)
Merkur et al. (2003)
Johnson et al. (2005)

24

40
13

52

52

41

Severity of the injury
LCL

I

II

III

60

25

15

12

28

60

5

Source: Senner, et al. [34], Ekeland [35], Laporte, et al. [36], Merkur, et al. [37], Johnson and Ettlinger [33]
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IV. Injury mechanism

1.

Considerations for possible catego-

other boundary conditions, such as muscle status

risation principles

in the development of an injury. In many works,
this remained at the level of qualitative descriptions

A look at the literature on knee injuries in alpine

of external characteristics [38]. In other studies, the

skiing published over 30 years of worldwide re-

“phantom foot” is described as a tibial internal

search activity reveals two terms that often appear

rotation in combination with valgus stress [39–41].

in the description of causal mechanisms of injury.
The first of these is ”phantom foot” as termed by

Few researchers have made an effort to categorise

American

and

knee injury mechanisms systematically and accord-

Shealy, which describes the unnatural extension of

ing to predefined principles of order to provide a

the foot by the ski end affixed to the foot [38]. The

comprehensive description.

researchers

Johnson,

Ettlinger

second term coined at the end of the 1980s was
“Boot-Induced Anterior Drawer”, which tries to

In addition to categories used to describe sports

summarize the shift, caused by the ski boot, of the

injuries, both Bahr et al. and Krosshaug et al. pro-

lower leg towards the front of the leg relative to

pose taking considerations of joint and overall

the thigh (Figure 2) [38].

body biomechanics into account [42,43]. They also
insist on taking both the predisposition of the in-

Until now, an attempt has been made to allocate

jured person (intrinsic factors) and extrinsic factors,

these two concepts to an accurate and compre-

such as the surrounding conditions or the equip-

hensive description in kinematics, kinetics and

ment, into consideration. Table 2 below was developed based on the considerations of these re-

Figure 2
Boot-induced anterior drawer

search groups. It presents possible approaches,
associated key questions and examples of typical
parameters for a systematic categorisation of knee
injuries, especially for alpine skiing.
The table shown here does not purport to be complete and a number of intrinsic (e.g. presence of
pre-existing damage) and extrinsic factors (e.g.
slope conditions) might be included as further classification criteria. For future studies, it seems meaningful to attempt to describe the knee injuries observed according to all of the above approaches
and mark any missing information as such. Firstly,

Source: Technische Universität München
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jury typing. Secondly, this could lead to realistic

question arises as to whether it is the result of a

boundary and initial conditions for the computer

single overstrain condition or a sequence of over-

simulation of knee injuries (if-then analysis) to al-

strain situations, e.g. initially an isolated rupture of

low specific unfavourable condition configurations

the ACL with consequent loss of stability and only

to be identified using simulations.

then followed by an overstrain of the remaining
structures. In most cases, it would be difficult to

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that it is

assign the origin of the injury diagnosed to a clear

generally difficult to give a precise description of

chain of cause-and-effect. Therefore, to enable

any injury as well as allocate it to a time sequence.

broader interpretations, use should only be made

The reason for this is as follows: if a complex knee

of those cases if possible where there is little uncer-

injury is diagnosed (e.g. “unhappy triad”), the

tainty about the origin of the injury.

Table 2
Possible approaches, key questions and typical parameters for a systematic categorisation of knee injuries in alpine skiing
Consideration

Central issue(s)

Typical parameters

Orthopaedically-traumatic

Which knee structures are damaged to what degree?

Number of injured structures; extent, appearance and location of
a ruptured ligament

Anatomically-biomechanical

What mechanical loads appear in the knee’s various
structures?

Tensile forces in the ACL and in the MCL; extent of the retropatellar compressive forces; force increase rates in the ligament
structures

Kinematic

How does the lower limb move relative to the thigh
bone?

Extent of the anterior-posterior translation found; tibia rotation
angle acceleration; Temporal course of the knee reflexion angle;
Trajectory of the body’s centre of gravity

Energetic

How do the injured person’s body parts move?
On what total energy is the accident event based and
what energy transformations take place?

Energy transfer between the parts of the body/joints; inertia
forces that occur; inner joint work

Skiing load related

What resultant forces and moments work on the skis? Temporal course of the reactive loads (sectional loads) between
Where is the application point of the resultant force? the binding and the ski boot

Muscle status

Which muscles are active to what extent? What form
of contraction, what working method, what lengths
and/or changes in length do the participating muscles
indicate?
To what extent can muscular protective reactions –
caused by proprioception - occur? Are there any
constraints that interfere with the neuromuscular
control system?
What are the skiing style and technique?
What skiing errors and corrective measures occurred?

Neuromuscular

Skiing technique

Muscle-power temporal course of the M. biceps femoris with due
regard for the joint kinematics present; maximum possible tensile
forces; extent of the muscular tension/co-contraction in the knee
joint
Extent of any muscular dysbalances; Complexity of the task of
movement regulation

Extent of self-control by the skis; Position and movement of the
skis relative to each other; Movement of the skis relative to
certain joint axes; Extent of the edge angle; Share of drift

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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2.

Currently described injury mecha-

The load cases mentioned in items 2c to 3d relate

nisms in recreational skiing

to a forward movement, while load conditions
3e to 3f relate to within a (short-term) reverse

The most comprehensive analysis that makes ortho-

movement or leaning backwards motion with re-

paedic trauma surgery, anatomical-biomechanical

sultant stress on the rear ski part. For some of

and kinematic observations was presented by

these injury mechanisms, the authors provide spe-

Freudiger and Friedrich [44]. In their research, they

cific descriptions of actual accidents. Of particular

gathered the results from a total of 18 relevant

interest in their analysis is the fact that, unlike

publications and combined them with their own

other investigators, their deliberations not only

analysis of existing video recordings of knee injuries

consider the kinematic chain starting from the ski

to form a considerable synthesis. A division into

and going up, but also vice versa including the

four main groups was created to which a total of

effect of movements of the upper body to the

17 different injury mechanisms or load cases are

lower extremity. Among other things, the latter

allocated [44]:

can explain why a pure moment (moment without
any additional net force) can happen to a knee

1a

1b
1c
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f

3a
3b
3c
3d
3e
3f

4a
4b

Flexion with anterior-tibial load
i
Landing on the ski tail
ii
Backward fall
iii
Raising from or avoiding backward lean by
quadriceps-pull
Flexion with (enforced) anterior-tibial translation
i
Transition of sliding upper body from uphill
to downhill side
Hyperflexion
External rotation in (hyper-)extension (upper body
rotates instead of skis)
External rotation + anterior-directed translation
External rotation + valgus (ski tip turns outwards;
body centre of gravity clearly in front of the binding)
External rotation + valgus in flexion (body centre of
gravity clearly in front of the binding)
External rotation + valgus + anterior-directed translation (body centre of gravity clearly in front of the
binding)
External rotation + varus + anterior-directed translation (body centre of gravity clearly behind the binding)
Internal rotation in (hyper-)extension (upper body
rotates instead of ski)
Internal rotation in flexion
Internal rotation + varus (ski tip turns inwards; body
centre of gravity clearly in front of the binding)
Internal rotation + varus in flexion (body centre of
gravity clearly in front of the binding)
Internal rotation + valgus in (hip-below-knee) flexion
(e.g. “Phantom Feet”; body centre of gravity clearly
behind the binding)
Internal rotation + valgus + anterior-directed translation (body centre of gravity clearly behind the binding)
(Hyper-)extension
Hyperextension + internal rotation + varus
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V. Technical possibilities of the SBB functional
unit to reduce knee injuries

There are few sports where there is such close and

tial) bending and torsional stiffness, its contact

complex interaction between the design of the

length and its impact-absorbing properties or those

equipment, ambient conditions and the execution

of the ski boot by specifying the basic forward lean

of the sports movement as in alpine skiing. Today’s

angle and the stiffness of its upper. What is deci-

variety of ski categories and models, which makes

sive, however, is the suitability of the product for

it difficult even for experts to gain an overview,

the individual. Skiers who prefer higher speeds and

(not least influenced by clever marketing) is a con-

larger radii, will feel more comfortable and safer

sequence of this fact. From the safety aspect, this

with a system that absorbs impact to a greater

product variety should therefore tend to be evalu-

degree. Those who like shorter and faster turns will

ated more critically because it has become more

experience the more agile and lively handling of a

difficult for skiers to find the ski and boot material

ski that absorbs impact to a lesser degree as being

that suits their personal skiing technique, their

pleasant and safe. The technical possibilities for op-

skiing style and their preferred terrain. It is a fact

timising the ski-binding-boot functional unit to re-

that the most important physical properties of the

duce knee injuries in alpine skiing are given below.

individual components of ski, boot and binding can

These are presented according to the following struc-

be described by a number of key characteristics.

ture in Table 3.

The properties of a ski, including those of its (parTable 3
Assessment of technical possibilities for the optimisation of the ski-binding-boot unit for the reduction of knee joint injuries in alpine skiing (recreational/mass sport)
Design parameter(s)

Possible intervention

Influence on knee joint
injuries (KJI)

Comments (e.g. adverse effects)

Sidecut radius (geometry)

Ski and binding interface
Reduction in sidecut radius
Only proven for certain target
groups

- Less directional quality, less control
- More effort may be needed

Length of skis
Bending stiffness of the rear part
of the ski

Shorten the skis
Predetermined breaking point
behind the binding

Yes
Yes

Influence on stability at higher speeds
Currently no technical implementation so
far

Yes, indirectly due to the increase
in lever arm for lateral forces,
greater likelihood of slicing

Boot-out (sudden loss of edge grip due
to contact with the ski boot at extreme
edge angles)

Height of the ski in the area of the Lower height
binding
State of preparation of base and
edges

Regular inspection and maintenance Yes, indirectly due to the increase
in skiing safety

Ski edge profile
Pretension/rocker technology
Mass
Mass distribution
Bending stiffness in general
Torsional stiffness
Cushioning (including vibrations)

- Product adjusted to the skills,
individual style, current slope and
snow conditions
- Precondition: better sales advice
(ideally with a practical test with
instructions) as well as ski comparison tests carried out according to
scientific criteria

Cost

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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Table 3 (continued)
Assessment of technical possibilities for the optimisation of the ski-binding-boot unit for the reduction of knee joint injuries in alpine skiing (recreational/mass sport)
Design parameter(s)

Possible intervention

Influence on knee joint
injuries (KJI)

Comments (e.g. adverse effects)

Binding
Reduction in the influence of
constraining forces on release
behaviour

Correspondingly designed sliding
elements and bearings

Yes

Further degrees of freedom
(additional release directions)

Consideration for lateral forces,
particularly on the inner edge
towards the back of the ski

Conceivable, initial information
available

- Further research work is necessary
- Mechatronic binding concept is required

Horizontal release

Unclarified

Proven effectiveness in avoiding upper
extremity injuries in frontal falls

Vertical release of the toe
piece/component

Yes

Standards need to be worked out

Additional rotating release (variable
centre of rotation)

Yes

Solves the lever-arm problem

Asymmetrical twisting fall release

Yes

Only meaningful in association with mechatronic binding concepts due to the aspects
of hyperflexion in the knee joint

Introduction of a minimum standard
(ISO norm) for the dynamic behaviour of the heel element

Yes, indirectly, because the
closing of the binding among
the sporting skier group thus
does not apply

Corresponding test method and nominal
values must be worked out and standardisation initiatives started

Improvement in dynamic behaviour (resetting behaviour/impact
tolerance)

Raising the release threshold at
higher speeds and/or in the event of
powerful impacts
Integration of additional cushioning
elements
Binding adjustments

Introduction of mechatronic
binding concepts according to the
«Necessary retention forces»
principle

Almost impossible to implement with
conventional mechanical binding concepts
Largely exhausted in technical terms for the
front part of the binding

Periodic (annual) inspection of
binding setting

Yes

Standardisation, (legal basis for making this
compulsory)

Graduation of Z-values for women
(15%)

Yes

Already implemented in an EN standard as
an option

Individualised binding settings to
suit skiing style

Unclarified

Requires mechatronic ski binding concept
and suitable algorithms to get to know the
machine

Valid and sufficiently accurate
determination of the sectional
strains between boot and binding

Yes

Still no agreement on which load components should be registered
Cost pressure may require compromises

Statistically supported survey of the
sectional strains that typically occur
with different user behaviour and
different external conditions
Search for detection algorithms that
reliably recognise atypical load
conditions and development of the
control and/or release algorithms
Comprehensive test phase with
conventional binding as a backup
solution

Yes

- Considerable outlay
- Accompanying video recording is usually
necessary

Yes

- A precondition is that the data records
also contain a certain number of critical
events, possibly injury situations
- Ethical problems?
Meaningful as a multi-centre study, e.g. EU
project with USA, Switzerland and Norway

Introduction of corresponding
standardisation initiatives

Yes

Yes

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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Table 3 (continued)
Assessment of technical possibilities for the optimisation of the ski-binding-boot unit for the reduction of knee joint injuries in alpine skiing (recreational/mass sport)
Design parameter(s)

Possible intervention

Influence on knee joint
injuries (KJI)

Comments (e.g. adverse effects)

Binding
Introduction of mechatronic
binding concepts according to the
«Avoidance of excess loads on
knee structures» principle

Further specification of the kinematic and Yes
kinetic constraints for knee injuries

Requires systematic sensitivity studies with
mathematical and/or physical knee models

Development and testing of sensor
systems worn close to the body to record
the kinematics of the lower extremities

Yes

There are already promising approaches in
the field of medical technology

Possibly: valid and sufficiently precise
determination of the sectional loads
between boot and binding

Yes

May not be required for the implementation
of this binding concept

Laying down the observation parameters
and their threshold values as well as the
development of the control and/or
release algorithms
Comprehensive test phase with conventional binding as a «backup solution»

Yes

Consideration for inevitable measurement
inaccuracies

Yes

Meaningful as a multi-centre study, e.g. EU
project with USA, Switzerland and Norway

Ski boot
Height of upper

Reduce

No

Inner shoe

Optimisation of fitting and comfort
properties

Unclarified

Canting (position/alignment of the - Standard equipment on high-price ski
Yes
boot/upper in the frontal plane)
boot models
- Correct setting
- Increase in adjustment possibility (angle
amplitude)
Position of the boot in the trans- Exorotated foot position (with respect
No
versal plane
to the longitudinal axis of the foot)

Flexible construction in the
sagittal plane

Optimisation of «soft boots» (in the
anterior direction)

Flexible rear spoiler (in the posterior
direction)

Conceivable, direct
influence, by better
trained regulation of
movement
Yes

- The reduction in the height of the upper
should go far enough to allow plantar
flexion in the ankle
- Ankle injury protection is thus forfeited
Positive influence on sensorimotor system
- Cost
- Influence on knee joint kinematics (individually different)
- Only limited movement amplitude possible so far (<10°)
- No physiological neutral-0 position
defined so far
- Constraining forces may occur at larger
angle settings
- Corresponding products have already
been on the market (re-launch)
- Only have any meaning if the ankle
protection function is retained
Corresponding product (Lange company)
has already been on the market (re-launch)

Other technical components
Reduction of degrees of freedom

Linking of the skis using cross-pieces
(e.g. TwinCarver, Snowrail)

Unclarified

- Restricted freedom of movement
- Skiing behaviour

Use of knee braces for injury
prevention

- Optimisation in terms of load transfer,
energy input, wearing comfort
- Vision: use of active protective elements («smart materials»)

Unclarified

- Additional item of equipment
- Discomfort
- Restriction of freedom of movement
(ROM/POM)

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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1.

Ski and binding interface

overload of the bone, but not to an overload of the
ligamentous structures of the knee. One technical

Due to the major strain on them, skis must be

solution that can thus be derived is for a shorter

highly flexible and fairly torsion-resistant for edge

length of ski, ahead of and particularly behind the

grip. To be considered smooth and to “stay on

binding. However, this approach is fairly theoretical

track”, they should absorb any deformations

because the ski then naturally loses track stability

caused to skiers by the piste and skiing forces. They

and quietness, particularly at higher speeds. The

should also be as light as possible, show no sign of

advantages of a relief effect for knee structures are

wear after prolonged use, and of course glide over

thus “bought” most likely at the expense of in-

the snow with minimum resistance. Ideally fine-

creased skiing errors and, consequently, more falls.

tuning these sometimes conflicting properties re-

Hence the use of shorter skis depends on applica-

quires a complex structure of materials with differ-

tion and skiing style and is thus specific to the tar-

ent properties. Nevertheless, the modification of

get group. One technical measure that represents a

one design parameter can result in adverse effects

compromise in terms of skiing properties and relief

on another design parameter. Product variations

effect through modifications to the ski end is de-

aimed at specific target groups and their clear

scribed in chapter V.1.2.

communication gain in importance in this respect.

1.2
1.1

Sidecut radius and ski length

Bending stiffness in the rear part of
the ski

The sidecut radius of a ski, its bending properties

From the mid-1990s, a form of short skis became

and the edge angle determine the swing radius

established on the market under the names of

and thus the forces acting on people [45]. Less

“skiboards” or “snow blades”, with a ski length of

sidecut can therefore reduce the forces acting on a

less than 100 cm and a comparatively very pro-

skier. Epidemiological studies show that the intro-

nounced sidecut that further developed the sub-

duction of carving skis has not significantly af-

stantially older concept of the “Bigfoot” from the

fected the total volume of injuries [22,29,46]. Per-

Kneissl company. For the current issue of knee

haps, however, the risk group has shifted from

injuries, it is of particular interest that existing epi-

beginners to professionals. Beginners benefit from

demiological studies on skiboards [47–52] come to

shorter and livelier carving skis, which simplify the

the very similar conclusion that this type of sports

use of edges and ski turns. In the study by Jais,

equipment drastically reduces the risk of knee inju-

there are signs that ski length and not sidecut may

ries, even though they are generally not fitted with a

pose a greater risk of injury for women [28].

release binding. Investigators relate this to the significantly shorter length behind the binding. Chap-

This observation is also supported by a comparison

ter V.1.1 already pointed out that a shortening of

of the incidence of injuries with skiboards and those

the skis was more of a theoretical approach. One

with skis (chapter V.1.2) [47–52]. In typical skiing

compromise in terms of skiing characteristics and

and fall situations, a lever arm of 70 to 100 cm in

relief effect might be a release function or “nominal

length rigidly fixed to the foot tends to lead to an

breaking point” in the rear section of the ski.
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1.3

Ski height in the area of the binding

a ski for suitability to a particular slope and snow
situations can have a negative influence. Especially

Meanwhile, the spacers (syn. “lifters”) of 10 cm or

in the blade area and the tail – insufficient torsional

more in some instances between the ski and the

stiffness reduces the quality of edge grip and sta-

binding and seen at the beginning of the carving

bility when skiing on the edge. The general rule is

wave have disappeared from the market. However,

that skis with a harmonious setting, reduced bend-

a slight increase in height of 1–2 cm is usual to

ing stiffness in the blade area, less sidecut and

simplify skiing on the edge [53]. Some researchers

shorter length (chapter V.1.1) are more forgiving

are critical of any height increase for the binding

and, for reasons of skiing safety, therefore suitable

because results suggest that increases in the bind-

for less experienced skiers. These are in contrast to

ing foster slicing [54] and possibly lead to increased

skis with sportier settings that have either a low

strain on the knee [55]. Besides a certain tuning

centre width, special torsional stiffness and a

effect (optimisation of the bending line and the

strong sidecut (slalom carver) or are of a length

damping behaviour of the ski), the increases are

that clearly exceeds body height, tending overall to

primarily intended to prevent potential shoe-snow

be more rigid and have good impact-absorbing

contact (syn. ”boot out”) at large edge angles.

characteristics (race carvers).

However, putting the boot in the snow is even
more effectively avoided by an overall greater

Overall, a soundly based evaluation of the per-

width in the binding area, as is already the case

formance characteristics of skis first requires a pre-

with many carving ski models nowadays.

cise definition of the target group and the application areas, followed by and based on this, a mean-

1.4

Further design parameters that ha-

ingful definition and weighting of relevant proper-

ve an indirect influence on skiing

ties and finally systematic testing under conditions

safety

that are as standardized as possible. Minimum
requirements for conducting tests for alpine skis

The properties of alpine skis are marked by a number

are defined in DIN-ISO 8783, most recently up-

of physical (mechanical) aspects, including the

dated in 1999. The test design by Brinkmann Hen-

State of preparation of the base, the edges and

rich Medien GmbH describes in detail how these

the ski edge profile

standard specifications can be implemented in a



Pre-load/rocker technology

practical ski test [56,57]. Determining a ski’s per-



Dimensions and mass distribution

formance characteristics and the accompanying



Bending stiffness (in general) and torsional

recommendation to customers on which skis to

stiffness

buy thus involve injury prevention aspects.





Impact absorption (including vibration)

2.

Binding

These parameters interact and in their entirety
determine, firstly, the skis’ characteristics and, sec-

Until the mid-1980s, the term “safety binding”

ondly, their suitability for different slopes and snow

was still being used in ski binding manufacturers’

conditions. This also means that errors in matching

technical manuals and in the standards developed
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until then. Nowadays, this term has been replaced

and into those where electrical or electronic com-

by the term “release binding”. At first glance, this

ponents take over part of the binding functions or

insignificant change in terminology has a legal

provide new functions not previously available.

background. The term “safety” suggests that there
is no longer any danger when a “safety binding” is

A ski binding must fulfil the two main functions,

used. Practice underscores the fact that this is not

namely to connect the ski boot rigidly to the ski

the case and consequently the concept of “residual

(linking) and to release it if there is an overload of

risk” was coined. The reasoning behind this rather

the leg (load limit). For the former, the ski binding

abstract formulation is that, of course, any technical

must transfer three moments and three forces,

system may malfunction and also fail completely.

which from a mechanical standpoint makes no
difference whether external loads act on the skis

There is no generally applicable, superordinate classi-

and the body forms the counter bearing, or

fication for ski bindings, e.g. described in standards.

whether the body, for example, because of its

ISO 8614: 1997 “Ski bindings – Vocabulary” only

inertia properties, moves relative to the ski counter

defines important terms relating to bindings. The

bearing.

categorization shown in Figure 3 is proposed in the
absence of any classification of ski bindings for

The following proposed categorization of me-

alpine skiing appropriate to the status of research

chanical ski bindings is based on the idea that,

and technology.

ideally, there could be a limiting function for all six
load components. Although a few bindings exist in

It first sub-divides ski bindings into those in which

which the majority of today’s ski bindings have a

all functions are solved in a purely mechanical way,

degree of freedom at the level of the ski surface

Figure 3
Possible classification for ski bindings

Alpine Ski Bindings
Mechatronic Concepts

Mechanical Concepts

≤ 2 degrees
of freedom

≤ 4 degrees
of freedom

> 4 degrees
of freedom

Electronic
component
to monitor /
control
function

Category I

Category II

Category III

Category IV

Electronic
component
to trigger a
release

“Intelligent“
(adaptive)
systems

Category V

Category VI

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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(lateral or medial toe release, limiting the moment

lenge for the engineers. Instead, a legal problem may

Mz) and a degree of freedom in the XZ plane, the

arise from the need to establish the corresponding

plane parallel to the sagittal plane through the ski’s

release table specifying the appropriate thresholds,

longitudinal axis (heel release, limiting the moment

considering human factors and external boundary

My). Some of the higher prized bindings may also

conditions. This and missing initiatives by standardiza-

realize an upward or even a “full diagonal” release

tion committees may be the reason for the leading ski

at the toe (e.g. Tyrolia and Marker concept). Al-

binding manufacturers seeming reluctant to create

though, in contrast to the heel release, no standard

additional degrees of freedom. In contrast to this

exists that specifies release values for the upward

observation, a small US start-up company presented a

toe release, one statement generally applies: the

ski binding with an additional degree of freedom

more potential degrees of freedom a binding has,

(chapter V.2.2) more than five years ago but is still

the better the complex load situations and there-

struggling with the release settings.

fore the combinations of the three forces and three
moments are taken into account and correspond-

If, in addition to the previously described two de-

ingly limited. Conversely, this statement means

grees of freedom, there is a translational release

that, in complex load situations, only partial com-

possibility in a medial or lateral direction, the num-

ponents of the existing load spectrum are effec-

ber of degrees of freedom is increased by 1, and this

tively triggered and the others result in constrain-

would be a category II binding. Since a rotational

ing forces in the connection points. With the intro-

degree of freedom around the x-axis and a horizon-

duction of each additional degree of freedom (put

tal trigger would also theoretically be conceivable,

simply: “release direction”), a ski binding can be

the proposed arrangement in Figure 3 also shows

described as technologically “superior”, which at

Category III, which has not yet been achieved.

the same time increases the risk of false releases
(Figure 4). It is therefore easy to understand that it

What mechatronic systems have in common is

is not the design implementation of additional

that they contain both mechanical parts and elec-

degrees of freedom that represents the real chal-

tronic components. The latter can provide com-

Figure 4
Possible degrees of freedom for the front part of the binding

paratively simple functions, such as displaying information (category IV). In the two categories V
and VI, a mechatronic trigger function is a fundamental component of the binding. As with the
previously mentioned category IV, sensors must be
attached to specific positions on the skier and/or
the SBB system and provide a microprocessor with
data. The sensor information could be very diverse
in nature (for example, binding forces and moments, joint angles, activation status of certain
muscles). In category V, these values serve mechatronic concepts as input parameters for an algo-

Source: Marker, with permission
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described with stored standard sizes and, with any
deviations from prescribed limits, a control com-

2.1

Reducing the influence of constraining forces on release behaviour

mand (such as “release”) is sent to the binding or a
modification is made (such as “lowering the re-

Appropriately designed sliding elements and

lease threshold”). Mechatronic links in category VI

bearings (Figure 5): When constraining forces

note the previously mentioned sensor data, but proc-

occur at the contact point between boot and bind-

ess it in the sense of a learning system. This would

ing, this may partially lead to significant changes in

allow the behaviour of the binding to be better

the release behaviour of bindings [58]. By means of

adapted to current external conditions. For example,

design measures, such as the use of materials with

in particularly aggressive and fast skiing, the release

very low friction (PTFE) at the contact points, the

level might be corrected upwards or, for extra cau-

use of rolling bearing-guided glide plates and/or

tious skiers, the release could be revised downwards.

the introduction of elastic height and length heel

If a skier’s skiing style changes in the course of the

elements can keep the extent of deviation from the

day, an intelligent binding of this type would thus

standard value at an acceptable mass level. Cost

adjust accordingly.

pressures, to which binding manufacturers are
nowadays exposed, have led on several occasions to

The two categories V and VI thus vary by the type of
sensor data processing and the resultant reactions
derived therefrom. While bindings in category V
control the release or modification based on fixed

technically somewhat more complex solutions to
Figure 5
Samples for sliding elements and bearings: (a) Endless belt which
eliminates friction between boot and binding for safer release
function; (b) sliding elements

thresholds, category VI bindings can regulate the
binding’s retention forces flexibly. The latter is technically much more difficult to achieve.

(a)

(b)

Source: (a) Tyrolia, with permission; (b) Marker, with permission
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reduce the impact of constraining forces being re-

enced skiers. With dynamic displacements of the

placed by low-cost options that “only just” meet the

body's centre of gravity in the sagittal plane, as

requirements of ISO 9462:2012 for combined loads.

happens for example when entering a bump, experienced skiers, in particular, fell forwards over

2.2

Further degrees of freedom (additi-

the embedded tip of their skiboard. As Senner,

onal release directions)

Lehner and Schaff [60] showed, these falls were
linked to a clearly higher total rotational momen-

Taking the transverse forces into considera-

tum in respect of the frontal axis, with the result

tion, especially at the inner edge of the rear

that the fall trajectory tended to lie in the direction

ski area: Ettlinger et al. conducted a study that

of the ski slope. The aforementioned study then

aimed to clarify conditions for the development of

went to prove by means of a multi-body simulation

a mechatronic ski binding with a view to prevent-

that conventional ski bindings with standard set-

ing knee injuries [59]. To this end, researchers saw

tings reacted too sluggishly in such a situation or

the need to connect the necessary retention forces

that insufficiently high forces were created in the

in the binding to forces in the XY plane that occur

heel element to cause the binding to release. As an

when skiing in different situations. For the rough

alternative, the authors simulated the same fall

categorisation of the position of the force applica-

situation with a ski binding that could release in

tion point, Ettlinger et al. propose four quadrants.

the direction of travel, i.e. longitudinally to the

The technical solution described is based on the

board (Figure 6) [60]. It turned out that a horizon-

fact that the system detects in which of these four

tal release can bring about a 30% reduction in the

quadrants the force application point is located

critical angular momentum in the scenario investi-

and then creates release values for the ski binding

gated. It is open to speculation whether this addi-

dependent on the quadrant [59]. The test results

tional degree of freedom may also prove beneficial

are considered tentative and require further re-

for conventional skis and thus contribute towards

search due to the small sample of individuals

reducing the risk of knee injuries.

(n = 15) and the unproven validity of the measurement system.
Horizontal release: When skiboards became established on the market in the mid-1990s, not only
did a change in injuries become apparent but it
was also noticeable that even experienced skiers

Figure 6
Horizontal release - Ski binding that could release in the direction of travel

had difficulties in making the changeover on first
trying out this new type of equipment: as a result
of the now drastically reduced length of contact in
comparison to skis, far more attention had to be
paid to keeping a central position (middle) with the
new boards. Initially, this did not correspond to the
largely automated motory programmes of experi-
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Vertical release of the toe component

any valid guidelines for setting this, with the result

(Figure 7a and c): Ski bindings with vertical elastic-

that skiers had to fend for themselves and, accord-

ity of the front binding component emerged in the

ingly, gradually adjust their bindings upwards

early 1990s. In the mid-1990s, models with cross

when wrongly released. The only study that looked

load-dependent release of the boot toe also came

at the development of a setting guideline for a fall

onto the market. Neither then nor now are there

backwards and made the corresponding proposals

Figure 7
Three different methods to introduce an additional degree of
freedom in a backwards fall, or in extreme backwards position
(a) binding; (b) boot; (c) binding and boot

was submitted by Bally [61]. Comparative measurements of five ski binding models with reverse
release function also showed that their release
behaviour was not sufficiently reproducible [62,63].

(a)

Vogt et al. also reported similar results when investigating the behaviour of four ski bindings with
adjustable vertical release mechanisms in the toe
piece in their binding tests [58].
Additional rotation release (variable instantaneous centre of rotation): In this connection,
intervention approaches are to solve the problem of
the “medial-lateral loads” or the “zero-lever problem”. The core of this is that the moment Mz acting

(b)

in the binding plane goes to zero when the force
application point of the resultant of the medial and
lateral side force (edge force) approaches the projection of the lower leg axis. Products (Dual Pivot Point
binding by Line, Inc., market launch in 2002; Pure
Lateral Release binding KneeBinding, Inc., market
launch in 2008), which are or were already on the
market are based on the concept of a dual pivot
point and on a variable instantaneous centre of rotation (release mechanism of the heel holder in the

(c)

horizontal plane). This ensures that the centre of
rotation can move freely between the toe and heel.
Clear support for the Dual Pivot Point binding was
provided two years later in the scientific contribution published by St-Onge et al. [64]. Using a
mathematical knee model, this group of researchers calculated how, in the event of a “phantom

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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applied 0, 150, 300, or 450 mm behind the projec-

resultant varus or valgus loads can be avoided in

tion of the tibial axis on the medial (inner) edge of

the knee. In view of the long “lower leg” lever

the ski affects the load on the ACL. Using their

arm, this seems rather doubtful.

simulation, they were able to demonstrate that the
resultant loads on the ACL were reduced if the

So far, however, there is a lack of empirical evi-

triggering axis was positioned further forward

dence that these systems may reduce the risk of

ahead of the mid-point of the boot. Once it be-

ACL injuries in skiing to a relevant extent although

came evident to the researchers that, alongside the

it is postulated [65,66].

“phantom foot situation” investigated, there are
also cases of falls where a displacement of the bind-

Asymmetric twisting fall release: The term

ing’s pivot point in the opposite direction, i.e. to-

“asymmetric twisting fall release” is the idea that a

wards the back, would be advantageous. The con-

ski binding, in the event of internal rotation, has

clusion they drew that a binding designed with a

different retention forces than for external rotation.

dual pivot point might help to reduce ACL injuries is

After many scientific papers for the load and

consistent and logical [64]. However, three criticisms

boundary conditions investigated found that the

also need adding to the study by St-Onge et al. [64].

ACL tends to be loaded with internal rotation and

These relate to the lack of attention given to muscu-

tends to be relieved with external rotation, this sug-

lar components as well as to the missing explana-

gests the idea of an asymmetric twisting fall release.

tions why a magnitude of 600 N for the lateral

The pioneering in vivo case study published by

force and a magnitude of 4 rad/s (which equals to

Freudiger et al. clearly supports the idea of asym-

230 degrees/s) for the femur rotation had been

metric twisting fall release [67]. With a knee flexion

chosen. In addition, the authors give no plausible

of approx. 40°, passive internal rotation caused the

explanation as to why their simulation at bent knee

second highest strain of the ACL whereas external

angles greater than 100° (typical of the “phantom

rotation relieved the ACL in all load situations meas-

foot” situations investigated) now reverses the in-

ured. Lehner’s results support this result and particu-

ternal rotation to an external rotation and the ab-

larly with a hyperflexion of the knee [68]. But for

duction of the knee to an adduction movement.

external rotation, too, he notes a load-increasing
effect of the quadriceps during hyperflexion and, in

The inventor and developer of the KneeBinding,

particular, in combination with an additional valgus

US American engineer Richard R. Howell, also cites

moment [68]. From the study results, it can be de-

in particular the above-mentioned computer simu-

duced that an asymmetric twisting fall release,

lation by St-Onge et al. [64] as proof of the load-

which generally provides for lower release values

reducing effect of this ski binding. Whether a lat-

with internal rotation than with external rotation,

eral release can cause significant relief for the knee

would not be effective. Simple mechanical solutions

or not is also linked to the central question of

are thus eliminated. Only a mechatronic approach

whether the release threshold can be reduced

might solve this task: this would recognize a hyper-

without a significant increase in false-release risk to

flexion and this could, in the case of an internal

the extent that critical (due to the transverse forces

rotation of the tibia above a certain threshold, lower

acting transversely to the longitudinal direction)

the release threshold of the binding. In contrast, in
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the case of a detected external rotation, a reduction

namic characteristics by means of an appropriate

or release would only have to take place if valgus

impact-absorbing system. It has already been

moment and/or increased muscle activity of the

demonstrated that the ski bindings on the market

quadriceps were also detected at the same time.

vary greatly in their dynamic properties and, in
this respect, in their damping behaviour, too

2.3

Improvement in dynamic behaviour

[69,70,72]. It should be noted that, depending on

(resilience/impact tolerance)

the area of application (e.g. slalom ski versus race
carver), the impact-absorbing properties should

Introduction of a minimum standard (ISO) for

be adjusted accordingly [73].

dynamic behaviour of the heel element: While
DIN ISO 9465 describes a method that quantifies

2.4

Binding adjustment

the resilience of the front part of the binding after
a lateral shock load and prescribes limits for this,

Periodic (annual) check on the binding setting:

the rear part of the binding has no corresponding

Based on Burtscher’s investigations of the correla-

standard to date. The fact that there is still room

tion between the risk of knee injury and the last

for improvement measures and, in terms of design,

time that ski bindings were adjusted [25,74], com-

there are also significant differences between cur-

bined with findings from the Austrian study “Cur-

rent binding concepts, has been outlined in a study

rent binding settings on ski slopes in the winter

of the dynamic behaviour of the heel portion of

season 2009/2010”, there is an immediate call for

alpine ski bindings [69,70]. This leads to the need

ski bindings to be checked annually for proper

to develop a standard based on the DIN ISO 9465

function [75,76].

standard that also comprises adequate testing for
the heel part of the binding.

Graduation of Z-scores for women (up to 15%):
Now that there is no longer any doubt in the scien-

Raising the release threshold at higher skiing

tific world that, compared with male skiers,

speed and/or if high-energy shock loads occur:

women have a higher risk of suffering serious knee

The basis for this is a landmark study by Merino et

injuries – especially to the ACL and medial collat-

al., which confirmed the expectation that the risk is

eral ligament [27,74,77] –, there are repeated dis-

slightly higher for false releases at higher speeds

cussions not only among those responsible on

while, at low speeds, however, cruciate ligament

international and national standardization commit-

ruptures are likelier [71]. Therefore, it makes sense

tees but also within the scientific community as to

to use speed as the control parameter for a mecha-

whether it makes sense to reduce the binding set-

tronic ski binding.

ting values for women. The reduction of retention
values is directly linked to the issue of inadvertent

Fitting additional impact-absorbing elements:

release. Two substantial papers by Shealy et al.

In reference to the potential problem of false

used the Signal Detection Theory (SDT) to explain

releases in mechatronic binding systems due to

this relationship and applied it to skiing (Figure 8)

high frequency, but high-energy impacts, special

[78,79]. It would go beyond the scope of this re-

attention should be paid to a binding’s good dy-

port to explain the background of this theory; in-
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stead, some of the conclusions derived will be ana-

ries investigated, the quality of inspection) – just

lysed, providing relevant aspects for further discus-

to mention the most important ones. It is not

sion. With this aim in mind, it is necessary to go

even a given that the probability curves follow

into a little more detail.

normal distribution, the only default is that their

1. When considering the meaning of a Signal

integral adds up to the value 1.

Detection Theory (SDT) approach, one should

2. The most important parameter derived from an

be aware that the two Gauss’ probability distri-

SDT approach is the width d‘ which quantifies the

butions only describe the principal curve pro-

overlapping of the two probability distributions.

gression. The concrete value for the overlapping

The determination of its true value is feasible for

d‘ = |μ1-μ2| or the width of each of the two

technical devices in a standardized environment

probability functions σ1 and σ2 respectively as

but this still needs a lot of effort. For systems that

well as their maxima are determined by many

involve human beings and situations like skiing, it

factors – not only those of the technical system

seems almost impossible to derive the true value.

(i.e. ski bindings’ average maintenance level,

There are several reasons for this – the two major

the type of skis used, the binding design) but

ones should be mentioned:

also factors that relate to the skiing population



From reports by skiers themselves, it is quite

of interest (i.e. type of skier, age and skill distri-

difficult to explicitly allocate accident devel-

bution) or other boundary conditions (i.e. aver-

opment to the behaviour of the technical sys-

age slope and snow conditions, location of the

tem: was a false alarm the reason for the fall

ski resorts included in the survey, type of inju-

that resulted in injury or had the injury oc-

Figure 8
Frequency distribution for forces that occur between boot and binding during alpine skiing (probability mass function on the left) and
forces that cause injuries (probability mass function on the right)

d' is the strength of the signal measured in standard deviation.
Source: Shealy, et al., p. 123, [Signal detection theory diagram in the context of ski-binding-boot system performance] [78]
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curred prior to a fall or was the ski released

would inevitably increase the overall risk of injury

(thus correctly preventing an injury) but an-

due to a higher rate of inadvertent releases cannot

other injury occurred in the subsequent fall?

be supported. This rejection is further supported by

Inadvertent releases may occur rather fre-

taking a look at the target group, for which a po-

quently, but as long as they do not lead to an

tential reduction of retention values is proposed:

injury (which luckily seems to be very often

type 1 or type 2 female skiers. These skiers do not

the case), they will not be reported. This un-

ski fast and aggressively and therefore, for this

known bypass effect may significantly reduce

target group, inadvertent release would certainly

the number of false alarms in the database.

have less impact than for type 3 skiers. Conse-

3. The study by Shealy et al. looked at mid-shaft

quently, it is very likely that (on average) inadver-

tibia fractures but not at knee injuries [79]. As

tent releases in that target group would have a

current ski bindings are developed to protect

significantly lower risk of subsequent injury.

the tibia (and not the knee), it is very likely that
the technical system and the occurrence of this

Summarizing the above, there is common agree-

injury type are somehow related (both in a posi-

ment with the statement: As long as the risk of

tive and negative way). But the question re-

false releases does not increase, there is basically

mains: does it make sense to apply SDT to ana-

nothing to prevent reducing the settings. There-

lyse function or malfunction of a technical sys-

fore, the finding by Laporte et al. is of particular

tem in a system environment for which it has not

importance - according to which, in their 2006

been designed? At least it seems questionable to

study, there were no significant differences be-

transfer the calculated rates of misses and false

tween men’s and women’s bindings in terms of

releases to the issue of knee injuries in skiing.

the relative frequency of false releases [36]. According to the current AFNOR standard (Associa-

It should be pointed out that the authors of the

tion Française de Normalisation) FD S52.748,

aforementioned paper were aware of the inher-

women had used 15% reduced settings. It must

ent problems and limitations outlined above and

also be pointed out that the current standard, ISO

they clearly rated their SDT as “…not a true SDT

11088, already allows individual adjustments at the

analysis” [79, p. 5].

skier’s own risk. This “modified” setting can also
be carried out differently by skiers for the twisting

Nevertheless: From their application of SDT to the

fall and frontal release.

impressive “Sugarbush database” with over 6 million
skier days and 17,000 injuries, it is certainly correct to

Individualised ski binding settings dependent

draw the conclusion that the balance between the

on skiing style: This intervention option is closely

two failure modes appears to be near the optional

related to raising the release threshold at higher

point in relation to midshaft tibia fractures and the

speeds (chapter V.2.3). Since both the availability

risk of inadvertent releases with subsequent injuries.

and precision of satellite navigation have constantly
improved, a simple method of reliable speed meas-

Based on the above-mentioned considerations, the

urement should be made possible in the foreseeable

conclusion that the reduction of retention values

future. Here, mechatronic binding concepts could
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again contribute to a solution. However, this requires

5,295,704.). There is still no functioning mecha-

the appropriate algorithms for machine learning.

tronic ski binding on the market today although
ideas have emerged and concepts have long been

General: Numerous epidemiological studies have

presented. The main reason for this is the difficulty

shown that the combination of the categories

in safely distinguishing between normal and ab-

“woman” and “over 30 years of age” is a risk

normal skiing conditions and thus being able to

factor [24,27–29]. If these findings are combined,

establish thresholds for the algorithm. Two funda-

this results in the demand for a binding with re-

mentally different strategies are conceivable to

lease values set or lowered dependent on

solve the problem (Table 4).



Gender



Age

In these two approaches, the situation of science is



Skiing speed

reflected in the beginnings of ski safety research in



Knee angle

the 1970s: while American experts were involved at



Knee angle acceleration

that time with travelling forces in skiing and devel-



Muscle condition of the m. quadriceps femoris

oped the weight method, German doctors and



Muscle condition of the hamstrings

engineers looked into tibia strengths and developed

and/or the retention forces adapted to individual

the tibia method for setting bindings [80–96]. Both

skiing style. This, again, can only be realised using

methods achieved their aim at that time and led to an

mechatronic binding concepts.

overall significant improvement in the safety of skiers.

2.5

Introduction of mechatronic binding

At present, Salomon is working in cooperation

concepts

with the American company Simbex on a mechatronic ski-binding concept. The development of this

Since the mid-1970s, there have been patents

mechatronic ski binding was introduced and ex-

based on electrically controlled release systems

plained against a backdrop of the current scientific

and/or propose biometric input variables for this

state of the art during the 18th and 19th ISSS

activation (US Patent No. 3,909,028; US Patent No.

Congress [97–100].

Table 4
Strategies and problems in the development of mechatronic binding concepts
Strategy
Research goal
Central issue
Problems

Typical system errors

Pragmatic approach
“Necessary retention forces”
Retention forces necessary for skiing without a false release
What are atypical skiing forces?
Atypical binding forces such as, for example, those that occur
when crossing a trail left by a tracked vehicle, during landings after jumps, when traversing deep snow – hard slopes,
during climbs, etc., must undoubtedly be recognised as not
being critical.

FALSE RELEASE (no release)

Biomechanical approach
“Avoidance of excess loads on knee structures”
Load and maximum resilience of the anatomical structure(s)
What are typical movement patterns that cause injuries?
For the time being, the direct (even minimally invasive) measurement of the ligament forces in the knee does not appear to be
feasible. Consequently, the ligament forces that occur must be
estimated using other parameters such as, for example, joint
kinematics and the external loads, possibly even the forces that
occur in the leg muscles.
The maximum tensile strengths of ligaments are subject to major
fluctuations as well as numerous factors. As a result, the load
limits can also only be estimated.
MISS RELEASE (inadvertent release)

Source: Senner, et al. [34]
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The release algorithm of this binding, which cur-

was any suspicion that it could lead to an increase

rently has the status of a pre-series prototype, is

in the risk of false releases. Therefore, and also

based on the evaluation of a large number of bind-

because it is likely to be decisive for the acceptance

ing strength measurements. In the measurement

of mechatronic concepts by end users, extensive

series conducted, force-time curves of normal ski-

field tests must demonstrate that the new ap-

ing (for which no release was wanted) were com-

proach is sufficiently robust against false release.

pared with individual, critical skiing situations that
lead to falls. From this comparison, Salomon de-

3.

Ski boot

rived, in several optimization loops, a deployment
algorithm that could be promising. The idea behind

The alpine ski boot, as it is known today, is a product

this concept and pragmatic approach to its realiza-

that has been repeatedly optimised over many years

tion is noteworthy and should be pursued.

and greatly influenced by the current skiing techniques in each case. The change from a leather upper

The intervention possibilities indicated in Table 4

to a plastic shell, the transition from the initially used

for introducing mechatronic binding systems sub-

lacing down to the buckle systems and the advent of

divided according to the principle of “necessary

the rear spoiler in the 1970s are seen as innovative

retention forces” and “avoid overloads on struc-

milestones in ski boot development [101,102].

tures of the knee” are also listed chronologically in
the sense of a process flow and can also be seen as

Current design changes to the upper or shell,

a prerequisite for a successful market launch and

which is usually made of thermoplastics [103],

long-term acceptance.

involve costly modifications to the injection moulds
of all boot sizes. This is probably a major reason

For legal reasons, binding concepts like these must

why manufacturers have little interest in changes

correspond at least to the current state of research

to shapes and materials in view of existing cost

and technology, i.e. the mechatronic component

pressures in the sporting goods hardware market.

should be implemented in addition to the mechanical component. Apart from the associated
major technical challenges, bindings of this type
will be noticeably more expensive.

Figure 9
Injury rate in tibia and knee area (1960–1995). The introduction
of modern high boots could be a possible reason for the divergence

Of course, the aspect of unwanted release while
skiing or non-release in critical situations with a risk
of injury also applies to mechatronic binding concepts. A defective non-functioning part of the
mechatronic component in a critical injury situation
is acceptable from an ethical perspective since
there is a mechanical “back-up system”. From an
ethical standpoint, however, the introduction of
the mechatronic system would be critical if there

34
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Nowadays, stores almost only stock boots in the

3.2

Boot liner

classic overlap design to which, year after year,
design changes have only been made to the sim-

Optimisation of the liners carried out in recent

plest points – the buckles, the liners and the col-

years affects both the fit properties (e.g. with

our. As a result, constant improvements have been

foams deformed by body heat) as well as comfort

made to the design of the liners in recent years.

improvements in terms of thermal insulation and
microclimate (e.g. moisture-absorbent layers in the

Figure 9 illustrates a possible connection between

structure of the liner) [107,108]. It should be noted

ski boot technology and injury locality, in which the

that such forms of adaptation are not only for

proportion of tibia and knee injuries is shown in

comfort but also for safety. In addition to better

relation to total injury volume from 1960 to 1995

power transmission, warm feet are a prerequisite

[19,104]. While development was almost consis-

for the sensorimotor functions to work.

tent until 1975, the curves begin to diverge from
this point and the share of knee injuries starts to
rise. Market observations show that, in the mid-

3.3

Boot position (frontal and transverse plane)

1970s, there was a development in equipment that
could provide at least a plausible explanation for

Frontal plane: For dynamic landing movements, it

the injury trend observed: today’s standard high

has been shown that a neutral axis of the leg as

boots made of plastic came onto the market at

compared with a varus/valgus position of the knee

that time. Compared to the leather boots used until

reduces the possibility of a cruciate ligament rup-

then, these significantly stiffer and significantly

ture [109–112]. Boots in the higher price ranges

higher boots appear to better protect the foot and

usually have the option of changing the lateral

lower leg and, in conjunction with the enhanced

inclination of the upper relative to the shell in order

release bindings, result in fewer tibia and ankle inju-

to balance out the O- or X-leg positions (va-

ries. Apparently, this change in technology led to a

rus/valgus position of the knee). This so-called

shift in injury location towards the knee. A similar

“canting” setting can – if done correctly – lead to

trend was also recorded in North America [105].

the improved use of edges while simultaneously
providing a more natural standing position on the

3.1

Height of the upper

flat-lying ski [113]. To compensate for severe valgus axis deviations, Boehm and Senner recommend

For the height of the upper, there are currently no

increasing the amplitude of the pitch [113].

adequate intervention possibilities that are not
related to adverse effects [101,106]. A reduction in

Transverse plane: The results of foot rotation in

the height of the upper should be such that a plan-

the transverse plane also exhibited kinematic ef-

tar flexion of the ankle joint is possible. Protection

fects in relation to the knee joint. However, the

against ankle injury including the Achilles tendon is

Soma-Tec system by Fischer used in the study could

thus most likely discontinued.

only achieve rotation of the foot bed into a “natural
V-position” to 8° (exorotation) [113]. Since, unlike the
frontal plane, no physiological neutral 0-position is
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known and, in addition, it must be assumed that,

some of the boot manufacturers were not (or no

with larger angular adjustments, constraining forces

longer) aware of all these studies, otherwise it is inex-

will occur in alpine skiing, this approach only has low

plicable why soft boot models appeared on the mar-

potential for the prevention of knee injuries.

ket whose flexing behaviour no longer met the well
specified requirements. The extent to which this re-

3.4

Flexible design in the sagittal plane

duced shaft resistance also affected the transmission
of power to the rear binding part and the reliability of

Optimisation of “soft boots” (towards anterior):

the frontal fall release was not investigated.

In 2001, an innovative style of ski boots appeared,
which were termed “soft boots” [101]. “Comfort”

The critical considerations listed should not, how-

was given as a central sales argument for these

ever, basically question the concept of soft boots,

comparatively very soft shoes in terms of dorsiflex-

but rather point out their (unused) potential. The

ion. In the course of only two years, almost all ski

benefits are not only in the field of comfort, but

boot manufacturers put a “soft boot” on the mar-

should also be seen in terms of skiing technique

ket. The almost frantic market introduction left

and the associated better trained regulation of

little time to examine meaningful issues associated

movement and coordination.

with the soft boot design in more detail. Thus, the
safety aspects of the boot, especially the two as-

Flexible rear spoiler (towards posterior): This

pects of “ankle protection” and “sufficient power

approach is characterized by a targeted yield to-

transmission for proper binding function”, were

wards the posterior due to a degree of freedom in

hardly taken into account.

the upper of the ski boot (Figure 7b and c). From
the thesis by Senner [118] and subsequent investi-

This was surprising, because guideline no. 150,

gation with the Lange RRS ski boot, the finding

established in 1980 by the International Working

indicates that a more compliant rear spoiler for

Group on Safety in skiing (IAS) [114] defined mini-

jump-landings permits a reduction in tension forces

mum requirements in respect of the dorsiflexion

in the ACL and the yielding may also produce posi-

behaviour of ski boots. Additionally to this guide-

tive muscle effects. The solution found during this

line, several scientific papers were published in the

study saw a targeted yielding of the rear spoiler

following years which dealt with the issue of dorsi-

when exceeding a certain limit moment, whereby

flexion and the necessary ski boot shaft hysteresis

this yielding was only a few degrees [118]. The

[115–117]. The aforementioned empirical study by

potential benefits of such a flexible boot to reduce

Shealy and Miller determined the maximum volun-

shear forces in the knee have been described by

tary dorsiflexion (mean values being 42° for both

various authors [119,120]. However, at present

male and female, 5th percentile being 28° and

there does not appear to be any empirical evidence

95th percentile being 56°). However, the voluntary

that the flexible spoiler actually has any benefit,

dorsiflexion measured under weight bearing with

only theoretical analyses.

both flexed and extended knee was determined
without fixing the foot to the ground. This should

These and numerous other studies show that a high

be considered when interpreting the data. Possibly

level of activity in the hamstrings may reduce the
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risk of injury, particularly for the ACL [121]. This

the two skis with respect to the edge movement.

suggests a futuristic approach that lies in a targeted

No statistically validated data is available as to

neuromuscular stimulation of the biceps femoris in

whether, in fact, any gain in safety has been gen-

critical situations.

erated since neither Twin Carver nor Snow Rails
have so far become widespread on the market.

4.

Other technical components

Therefore, the statement that using this variant of
sliding devices incurs a significant reduction in the

4.1

Reduction of degrees of freedom

risk of knee injuries can only be formulated as a
hypothesis. This is not least because it is not ruled

Several studies comparing alpine skiing versus

out with a linking of the legs that, in the event of

snowboarding injuries clearly indicate a higher

false release of one of the two skis (both are

knee injury rate in alpine skiing [23,122–125].

equipped with conventional release bindings) at

Knee injuries are recognised approximately five

least temporarily, until the release of the other,

times as much in alpine skiing as in snowboarding

very high loads affect the remaining leg.

[23,125]. It can be deduced that the problem of
the cruciate ligament injury is significantly reduced
with a linking of the legs, in other words the dis-

4.2

The use of knee braces to prevent
injuries

appearance of the degrees of freedom that exist
between the two skis in normal skiing. From an

The possibility of using knee braces to achieve

injury standpoint, it is only logical to link the two

preventive effects in terms of reducing knee inju-

skis in some form or other. Sliding devices that

ries is not directly connected with the SBB func-

attempt this appeared as early as the 1980s. Cur-

tional unit. However, since this issue has a techni-

rently, there are two products that were probably

cal reference and is also being currently examined

not originally intended to reduce injury, but rather

by the FIS, this approach should be considered

as an alternative form of movement and which

here. Spitzenpfeil et al. [129] only found inconsis-

came onto the market with the intention of creat-

tent results with regard to the preventive use of

ing new experiences. Both the Twin Carver [126]

knee braces based on a thematic analysis of the

and Snow Rails [127] (Figure 10, [128]) are based

literature.

on a similar function, which can be characterized
by a constant parallelism and synchronization of

The pilot studies they carried out [129] as well as
the investigation by Sterett et al. [130] show the

Figure 10
Example of a system with a reduction of degrees of freedom
(Snow Rails)

potential of such an approach, however. To meet
the requirements of an adequate form of knee
protection, the braces available must now be optimized according to the type of sport using new
materials and technologies [131]. Wearing comfort
and the necessary freedom of movement should
not be limited in this process [131].

Source: Inventra [128]
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VI. Considerations regarding the strategic and operational implication

The description of the technical facilities for opti-

should not only be assessed by engineers and bio-

mizing the SBB functional unit to reduce knee inju-

mechanics. Instead, it is clear that there should be

ries in alpine skiing (recreational/mass sport) is

an evaluation of interventions from different areas

based on the differentiation by technical compo-

of expertise. Interaction between trade and indus-

nents as well as by the relevant design parameters.

try, academic fields (engineering, biomechanics,

Since both the technical components and design

material sciences, medicine, sports science) and

parameters are to be seen as a functional unit and

public institutions such as the public health sector

can influence each other and/or can be interde-

or standardisation committees as well as media

pendent, a structure by mode of action is also pos-

and sports organisations at national and interna-

sible such as, for example, a differentiation by de-

tional levels is necessary, not only for a review

grees of freedom that can relate to both the ski

process, however, but also in view of possible im-

(e.g. “nominal breaking point”), the binding (e.g.

plementation.

horizontal release) and/or the boot (e.g. flexible
rear spoiler). These considerations are intended to

The next step planned is to organise a separate

illustrate the complexity of the interaction and the

workshop [133] during the 20th ISSS (International

associated possibilities for optimising the SBB func-

Society for Safety in Skiing) Congress, which is

tional unit to reduce knee injuries independent of

scheduled to take place Argentina in 2013. This

the retention or even the improvement of the ski-

purpose of this platform is to prioritise and possibly

ing/wearing properties of the individual compo-

operationalise the potential of the interventions

nents. The interventions described cover various

described for the most holistic as possible assess-

approaches that can range from technical solu-

ment scheme by professionals from diverse areas

tions, via standardization processes through to

of expertise. In addition, this step can contribute

awareness raising/educational work [70,73,132].

towards harmonising and/or coordinating and
possibly channelling current and planned research

An explicit assessment of the potential of the op-

and development activities. A platform like this also

tions described for the reduction of knee injuries

offers the possibility of knowledge transfer and

has been intentionally omitted. In view of a possi-

future collaboration.

ble implementation of individual intervention options, an assessment of this kind should not only

For the possible implementation of the intervention

be seen against the background of the potential

options described, it also represents a vital prereq-

for injury reduction, but should also include aspects

uisite for intensive continuation of the research

such as effectiveness, efficiency and basic feasibility

work on the analysis and description of the injury

– as well as monetary factors and temporal dimen-

mechanisms. Here, consideration should also be

sions. Therefore, the potential of any intervention
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given to knowledge of knee injuries in other sports

and the activity of the M. quadriceps femoris might

– especially game sports [26,26,111,134–137].

be the controlling or regulating parameters for a
ski binding like this. Now that a Finnish research

In this context, the continuation of in-vitro studies

group at the University of Jyväskylä has succeeded

and/or cadaver studies as well as simulation studies

in the meantime in integrating textile electrodes

for determination purposes also appears indispen-

into special pants and thus deriving a reliable elec-

sable. For example, the simulation studies by

tromyogram of the large muscles of the thigh

Lehner have indicated that major forces may al-

[139], the latter need not be an all too distant vi-

ready be acting on the ACL in hyperflexion al-

sion. The detection of the knee angle would also

though the twisting moments on the binding re-

be quite possible using current micro-sensor tech-

quired for a turning fall release are far from being

nology [140]. Of course, quite a few investigations

reached [68,138]. His investigations also showed

and, in particular, systematic applications of the

that there are constraints in hyperflexion, which

knee model for the simulation of different load

bring about an increase in tension in the ACL both

cases would have to be carried out on the way to

in the case of an internal and an external rotation.

achieving a concept like this (Figure 11). In addi-

Based on this knowledge, simple mechanical solu-

tion, extensive field tests would have to prove the

tions with asymmetric twisting fall release must be

functionality of mechatronic binding concepts. This

ruled out. Instead, mechatronic binding concepts

would also be a prerequisite for the adaptation and

could contribute towards a solution. The knee angle

extension of existing standards.

Figure 11
Knee model for the simulation of different load cases as a base for evaluating new solutions in the field of (mechatronic) ski bindings

Source: Technische Universität München
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VII. Appendix

Figure A1
The cardinal planes and axes: (a) sagittal plane, (b) horizontal (transverse) plane, and (c) frontal plane

Source: Behnke [142]

Figure A2
Definition of the loads and torques

Source: International Organisation for Standardization [143]

Figure A3
The ligaments of the knee, anterior view

Source: Behnke [142]

Figure A4
(a) A lateral force to the right knee places a valgus stress on the medial collateral ligament. (b) A medial force to the right knee places
a varus stress on the lateral collateral ligament

Source: Behnke [142]
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Live safely: your bfu.

bfu is committed to safety by public appointment. As the
Swiss Competence Centre for Accident Prevention, it conducts research in the road traffic, sport, home and leisure
sectors and passes on its knowledge to individuals and
specialist circles by means of advisory services, training
sessions and communications. More about accident prevention at www.bfu.ch.
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